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ABSTRACT

Srsn"te rclleges have lzeolth fbculn, arc clso comple.ted. hy hospitnl J"ac'ilit.t fu sapportirzg th.e girr:n
tduuttion. Tlte lwspitttlJacili1,is used. os eithersuppafiirtg teaching and leaming pro{'ess. hJact,
the stutlents' interest Jbr r,t,ring ltealth Jbcitt4* is still les.s, even the pxtvided Jitcilitie,r hau*e not
become a ruain rhoice in nrcdical treatment. The purpose of this research was tlescribing stutlent's
Perceixed Extental Prestige (PEP) in teut&tng hospital. Populctirsn r{ thk resectrch u'cs *{l $f
b*rhelor student,r v,lzo were in ll - VI semester either .froru healtlz .t''acult-tt or nrsn-hea.lth J'adr;".
*t:ere 37{) student.r. Furthernwre, this rcseax:h w,as categortzed as qu{rfititative rcseatch h-'*

descriptive su.w€v- ttpptoach. The suntey v,as condutted in.fbremost private college in 2015. Tlrc
rcsult afthis research shoteed that student's Perceived Exterrml Prcsttge (PEP) toward teaching
kospitcl nxost likelj' in a good categori' {7A,8Yo} students. However the researcher of this resea*:h
h*perl.far nexf reseotche r to deuelap other variahles in his or her research {tnd evett he or ,che did
not only ttse the students r*c the rcspondent,r. Be.sides, the researcher ulso lzopedJbr the managemeret

af'teading hospital either gave prinrc service .{or users of health senice or intproved parnzershist
witlz the college.
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INTRODUCTION

There were some researchers' opinions about aspect that could be as basic prediction for individual
or group to an organization. One of the results af arganization activity process that eauld be the
prediction was the performance of the organization- Data of outpatient visits
{KunjunganRawatlalan fifft$l and Bed Accup*ncy Ratio (BORi was ofls of the perforna*ces cf a
hospital- That was why, in order to look an image prediction, it was provided reference level
between users of healthcare seryices in hospital of Makassar. However, the data was called as data
of KRJ and BOR. Data of reference level betwefin users of healthcare services in hospital at
Makassar City illustrated the variation of the number of visitationfor each hospital. Differences of
the number of outpatient visits sh*wed a differ*n*e ofinterest of visits in each hospital as well as the
utilization of haspital beds in Makassar eity.
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BOR tstel at hospital g*nerally was at narrnal standards whilp there wer.c still spmp private and
goveflrment hospitals which were still under the normal standard. BOR value which was average
value iquite good) that meant normal by the standards of the Department of Health could be use.d as

a prediction of the prestige of inpatient services in hospital. One of the market shares of health care
services in hospital was student's university with it consideration under the protection of the
foundation, which was as similar as hospital. 'Whereas, 

the number of users of health care seryices
by it's students was still small. Furthermore, data that described hospital image to other hospitals in
Makassar city, Individual factors which were quite varied, and expectation level with quite good
knowledge toward health care services to ttre it's students, encouraged researcher to be interested ta
aaalyze further about the effect of individual factors and PerceivedExternal Prestige (PEP) toward
the primary selection in having treatment for students in hospital of Makassar.

PEP could show the degree of the organization prestige when it was compared with the others

{Mael and Ashforth, 1992). Besides, PEP was defined as an assessment from organization members
about what the other people thought of their organization (Dutton and Dukerich, 1991; Dutton et al.,
1994). Based on the definitions which were explained above, the last explained definition was the
most relevant with this ressarch, whieh wern frcm Dutton and Dukerich, 1991; Dutton et al., 1994.
Attribution theory gave an explanation of process of how we determined the cause or motive of
person's behavior Besides, it also explained that this theory was directed to develop the explanati*n
by our own way to appraise people differently, depended on the meaning of what we attributed I
related to certain behavior (Robbins, 2003). The attribution theory referred to hcw a person
explained the cause of, other people's behavior or our own behavior and then, it could be
determined whether it was from internal aspect or external one (Robbins, 1997), so by that thing, it
could be seen the effect toward individual behavior.

MATERIAL AND L,IETHODS

The puqpose of this research was describing student's Perceived External Prestige (PEP) in teaching
hospital. This research was categorized as quantitative research with descriptive survey approach"
The survey was conducted in foremost private college in 2015. This research was conducted in
Makassar city in 2015- Population of this research was all of bachelor students who were in tr * YII
semester with the total of sample were 370 students. The sample collection was conducted
proportionally in each faculty.

The measurement of PEP consists of six questions, which uses six scales. Respondents will receive
the value of 1 for strongly disagree. There are some negative questions whose value is inversely
proportional to the value of positive questions. As for the negative questions is number 3 and
number 5. The questions are; 1) '?eople consider that the teaching hospital under the auspices of
the foundatisn arn the same as the my csllege had the app*rtunity to grow and develop in the
firture", 2) 'people judge cur hospital is a Highly organizational status", 3) 'people judge that the
competerce cf nwsing staff at RSIS are generally less well, 4) 'people recognizes that RSIS is one
of the best hospitals in our city", 5) "People Others judge that many patients I health services users
desire when choosing it pain is not an alternative for ffeatment seeking", and 5) "people judge that
many other prospective students aspiring to join the students at my college".

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the result of univariate analysis test, an illustration of respondents' characteristic of
student's Perceived Extemal Prestige (PEP) toward teaching hospital as follows:
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Table 1. Respondent's Characteristics
Characteristics at//o M (SD)

2$,4 (2,1)
ffi,9

A1 "1

s:,s
2,11 (0"8]

62,2

According to table 1, it presents descriptive statistics of student sample. Students mean likely tn be
about 20.4 years old, be t-emale and the origin tiom inside of capitai. Ilistance of residence fram
haspital (M = 2.11 KM) . However, responden most likely from inside of capital, but stilt 1.6?ir
respandents who have unkaown about hospital. Respondents had experience more in visitaticn to
hospital (51.9%), whether respondents who were never had experience about it were in 46,5%.
Respondents who were from inside the capital were more than from the outside one. Most of
respandents' residence distance were more than 5 kilometers ( > sKM) frorn hospital {39.2%i.
Moreover. the responclents who were from ncn-health faculty {62,2%)"

The Data was analysis by frequency tables that will iliustrate the value of percentage of each
respondent characteristics. Beside that, the graphic that show the percentace of students according
PEP"

Fig*re l.Illustration af Student's PEP toward H*spital
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Figrure I showed that rnpst of students had go*d PHP t*waxd the hospital, Hqwev*r, fhis was
positive thirg, regarding the hospital was under protection from the foundation which was as
similx as university. Most of student felt good for PEP, but still 0,80% studenrs felt less for PEP.

Some other researches based on social identity theory stated that the prestige was favorable because
it could make positive attitude toward an organization (Adael amd Ashforth, 1995; Bhattacharya et
al., 1995; Smidts et al., 2007; Dukerich et al. , 2A02; Liponnen et a1.,2005; Carmeli et a1.,20CI6)
and commitment (Herrbach et aL 2A04;. Carmeli and Freund, 2frA2; Carmeli, 2005a, b; Freund,
2006). Based on their research, Herrbach et al., t2004i reported that PEP had indirect role toward
negative effect in the desire of organization members through occupational satisfaction and
organkational commitment as the moderate factor (Herrbach et al., 2004). Moreoveq the pcsitive
opinion frcm PEP was it wauld increase the value from organizational commitrnent. Thereforeo
generally, it was assumed that PEP had positive effect for individual for their organization (Mael
and Ashfarth, 1992; Dutton and Dukerich, 1991; Dutton et a1., 1994). Although the results showed
fhat the most of the srudents in a good perception for PEP, however there are still 46.5% of student
never know about the hospital. Based on sfudent characteristics, the average student has a distance
of 2.ll KM from the hospital, while around their residence there are also other health care facilities
that are closer. It also can make students choose other health services. in addition, the most of
respondents came from non-health faculty, which has foilowed a student never to use the hospital or
leamed in the hospital. This makes them less aware of facilities and services that are owned
hospitals clearly. According Fuller et al., (2006) prestige can be a person's stafus on the results af
the evaluation of the organization. According Gkorezis et al., (2011) there is an interaction effect
PEP and gender on the identiflcation of the organization, adding that in particular, the identification
of PEP against organizations are stronger in males.

CONCLUSION

According to the result of this research, it could be concluded that age, sex, and the distance of
residence from hospital influenced significantly toward the primary selection in having treatment in
Hospital. Meanurhile, the origin, faculty I major study, ownership of health assurance, and PEP did
not significantly influence to$rard the primary selection in having ffeatrnent in hospital. Therefore,
the researcher suggested for management of university increased the soeialization of hospital in
order to spread the information about health facility that was owned, particularly for new college
students because there were stili new college students who did not know health care service in
hospital. For the hospital ernployees, they needed to increase cooperation between the hospital and
campus, including the information of health care service in hospital, increasing the comfcrtable
faciiities and services for female so that it could increase the customer's appeal, particularly female
customers. Furthermore, it was suggested for the hospital to be not only used as a health care
serviee, but also used as an educational sharing for students, pafiicularily bachelor students.
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